INSTALLATION OF SS-2000F SERIES STOPPER® STATION

All specifications and information shown were current as of publication and are subject to change without notice.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Bisphenol A, which is known to the State of California to cause reproductive harm and Dichloromethane, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Three year warranty or a one year limited warranty (from date of purchase) on most products. See website for details. Electronic warranty form at www.sti-usa/wc14.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE CLEARANCE FOR INSTALLATION TO ANY STANDARD SINGLE GANG OUTLET BOX, THE SUB-102722-R SPACER IS REQUIRED.

REMOVAL OF TERMINAL BLOCKS

INSTALLATION OF TERMINAL BLOCKS

INSERT TERMINAL BLOCK NOTE AS SHOWN AND ROTATE UPWARD.

SCREWS (2) PROVIDED
#6-32 x 1 in. WITHOUT KIT-102722-R
#6-22 X 1 1/2 in. WITH KIT-102722-R

NOTE: TO MOUNT STOPPER STATION SS-2000F ON A STANDARD OUTLET BOX KIT-102722-R IS REQUIRED

PLASTIC SPACER MOLDED IN RED (OPTIONAL)

TERMINAL BLOCK ASSEMBLY

KIT-M10197H CONTACT HOLDER

BACKPLATE ASSEMBLY
WITH STAINLESS STEEL GROUND PLATE AND LUG

MOLDED BUTTON WITH KEY RESET
MOLDED POLYCARBONATE FACEPLATE

HOUSING RETENTION SCREW
1/32 in. ALLEN WRENCH

KIT-19030 KEY

TURN CLOCKWISE ONE QUARTER TURN TO RESET

PRY BACK LEVER ‘A’ IN DIRECTION OF ARROW THEN USING A FLATHEAD SCREW DRIVER, INSERT AS SHOWN AND ROTATE UPWARD.

WARNING: Three year warranty or a one year limited warranty (from date of purchase) on most products. See website for details. Electronic warranty form at www.sti-usa/wc14.

GROUND PLATE AND LUG
WIRE INTO TERMINAL BLOCK
INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL

19045 #6-22 x 1 1/2 in. WITH SUB-102722-R

STRIP 1/4 in. OF WIRE INSULATION,
WITH KEY TO RESET
MOLDED BUTTON
FACEPLATE

NOTE:

STANDARD SINGLE-OUTLET BOX
SUB-102722-R

10273-R OCTAGONAL BUTTON HOUSING RETAINER SLOTS

STANDARD SINGLE GANG BOX
RETENTION SCREW
19001 HOUSING

INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL OF TERMINAL BLOCKS AND ONE QUARTER TURN INSERT SMALL SCREWDRIVER FROM TERMINAL HOUSING

19062 #6-32 x 1-1/2 in. SCREW
INSERT NOTCH DOWNWARD, REMOVE TERMINAL TO SEPARATE TERMINAL FACEPLATE
VIEW IN DIRECTIONS OF ARROW UPWARD, REMOVE TERMINAL.
INSERT SMALL SCREWDRIVER TO SEPARATE TERMINAL FACEPLATE

19001 #8-32 x 3/8 SCREW
19001 ALLEN WRENCH

A WASHER HEAD
STANDARD SINGLE GANG BOX
INSTALLATION AND REMOval OF TERMINAL BLOCKS AND ONE QUARTER TURN INSERT SMALL SCREWDRIVER FROM TERMINAL HOUSING

19045 #6-22 x 1 1/2 in. WITH SUB-102722-R

STRIP 1/4 in. OF WIRE INSULATION,
WITH KEY TO RESET
THUMB APPLY PRESSURE AND BUTTON ASSEMBLY TO SEPARATE TERMINAL FACEPLATE
VIEW IN DIRECTIONS OF ARROW

19021 #10-32 x 3/8 GREEN 3/32 (1) PROVIDED
19001 #8-32 x 3/8 SCREW
19001 ALLEN WRENCH

A METAL WASHER

SUPERVISED LOOP (SEE CAUTION NOTE)

24 VAC 3 AMP
250 VDC 1 AMP

VIEW IN DIRECTIONS OF ARROW

GROUND PLATE AND LUG
BACKPLATE ASSEMBLY
TO FUNCTION CORRECTLY.
MUST FACE UPWARD
MOLDED BUTTON
ELECTRICAL TERMINAL
BACKPLATE ASSEMBLY
PROVIDING SUPERVISION OF THE TWO CONNECTIONS.

ONE QUARTER TURN
INSERT SMALL SCREWDRIVER FROM TERMINAL HOUSING (2) PROVIDED
AS SHOWN THEN
CLOSE ON METAL WASHER
SUPERVISED LOOP (SEE CAUTION NOTE)

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

3.25 in. (82mm)
1.62 in. (41mm)
2.25 in. (57mm)
4.87 in. (124mm)
3.25 in.
4.87 in.

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

www.sti-usa.com/wc14